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To tackle single-use
materials we need to
understand what
products are polluting
our environment

PLANET
PROTECTORS

Calling all Planet Protectors!
You can do this by being a ...
LITTER
DETECTIVE

HOW CAN I BE A
LITTER DETECTIVE?
Get outside with your family and enjoy a
litter pick. Record all litter you find in the
FREE Planet Patrol app - your Litter
Detective tool. Every single piece of litter
you find is investigated by Planet Patrol’s
scientists to understand and solve the
problem.
Remember that with this litter pick, you
really do have the power to make a
difference.

DOWNLOAD APP

KCIP RETTIL ROTCETORP TENALP A GNISINAGRO

HOW TO ORGANISE A
LITTER PICK WITH KIDS
1

Gather your team of litter detectives
(get the whole family involved!)

2
3

Grab your litter pickers, gloves and
reusable bag or bucket for litter
collection and Planet Patrol app guide

LITTER PICK!

6
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Identify a location near you to clean
up

Download the free Planet Patrol
app and get ready for your mission

4
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PLANET
PROTECTORS

Tip out your litter on to the floor and
sort the litter (put all of the same types
- e.g. bottles - together)

Open the Planet Patrol app on your
tablet or phone, take photos of a few
items at a time and tag the types of litter
and the brands.

IDEAS FOR PARENTS
Create litter picking games - e.g. send kids on a mission to find a specific type or brand
of litter
Ask kids about the types of litter they find - are there alternatives they can think of?
Download the list of types of litter in the Planet Patrol app for reference here.
You can take photos of the litter and upload them on the app at home if you run out of
time or the weather changes

Remember to tag us in your photos with @onplanetpatrol

